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Abstract.—Partitioned Bayesian analyses of ∼2.2 kb of nucleotide sequence data (mtDNA) were used to elucidate phylo-
genetic relationships among 30 scincid lizard genera. Few partitioned Bayesian analyses exist in the literature, resulting
in a lack of methods to determine the appropriate number of and identity of partitions. Thus, a criterion, based on the
Bayes factor, for selecting among competing partitioning strategies is proposed and tested. Improvements in both mean
−lnL and estimated posterior probabilities were observed when specific models and parameter estimates were assumed
for partitions of the total data set. This result is expected given that the 95% credible intervals of model parameter estimates
for numerous partitions do not overlap and it reveals that different data partitions may evolve quite differently. We further
demonstrate that how one partitions the data (by gene, codon position, etc.) is shown to be a greater concern than simply
the overall number of partitions. Using the criterion of the 2ln Bayes factor >10, the phylogenetic analysis employing the
largest number of partitions was decisively better than all other strategies. Strategies that partitioned the ND1 gene by codon
position performed better than other partition strategies, regardless of the overall number of partitions. Scincidae, Acon-
tinae, Lygosominae, east Asian and North American “Eumeces” + Neoseps; North African Eumeces, Scincus, and Scincopus,
and a large group primarily from sub-Saharan Africa, Madagascar, and neighboring islands are monophyletic. Feylinia, a
limbless group of previously uncertain relationships, is nested within a “scincine” clade from sub-Saharan Africa. We reject
the hypothesis that the nearly limbless dibamids are derived from within the Scincidae, but cannot reject the hypothesis
that they represent the sister taxon to skinks. Amphiglossus, Chalcides, the acontines Acontias and Typhlosaurus, and Scincinae
are paraphyletic. The globally widespread “Eumeces” is polyphyletic and we make necessary taxonomic changes. [Bayes
factors; Bayesian hypothesis testing; “Eumeces”; mixed-model analyses; partitioning; “Scincinae.”]
Maximum likelihood (ML) methods have become
increasingly popular tools for the analysis of DNA se-
quence data. Unlike maximum parsimony, ML methods
better incorporate models of DNA sequence evolution
and are thus less likely to be misled by the complexities
of this process (Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997, and
references therein). ML methods also consistently out-
perform parsimony and distance methods under a vari-
ety of simulated conditions (Huelsenbeck 1995a, 1995b;
Swofford et al., 2001). Concurrent with the rise of ML
methods was the development and implementation of
more complex and realistic models of DNA sequence
evolution that allow different rates of nucleotide base
substitution (Kimura, 1980; Yang, 1994a), base compo-
sition (Felsenstein, 1981), and site rate heterogeneity
(Gu et al., 1995; Hasegawa et al., 1985; Yang, 1993,
1994b). Recent models can also incorporate sequence
gaps (McGuire et al., 2001), secondary structure (Muse,
1995; Tillier and Collins, 1995), and amino acid codons
(Goldman and Yang, 1994; Muse and Gaut, 1994). Despite
these advances, ML analyses of data sets with multi-
ple genes and/or gene regions exhibiting different mod-
els of evolution (e.g., stems and loops, codon positions)
have generally been limited to using a single speci-
fied nucleotide substitution model and associated pa-
rameter estimates to explain the entire data set. The
resultant model represents a compromise among these
various partitions (hereafter defined as any subset of
the entire data set) and may be inadequate to account
for the vagaries of the entire data set. This “compro-
mise model” can introduce a major source of system-
atic error and mislead the phylogenetic analysis (Leache´
and Reeder, 2002; Reeder, 2003; Wilgenbusch and de
Queiroz, 2000). Systematic error may be defined as er-
ror in estimating a parameter due to incorrect or vio-
lated assumptions in the method of estimation (Swofford
et al., 1996). This differs from random error, which is
stochastic error in a parameter estimate due to a limited
sample size. Systematic error is particularly troublesome
in that it may result in well-supported, yet erroneous,
relationships (e.g., long branch attraction), or decrease
support for legitimate relationships (Swofford et al.,
1996).
In other words, despite continuing advances in our
ability to incorporate more realistic individual models
of molecular evolution, the use of a single model (and
associated parameters) with data composed of differ-
ently evolving subsets may result in mismodeling and
significant systematic error.
A common kind of mismodeling occurs when a sin-
gle “compromise model,” actually inappropriate for both
partitions, is employed for multiple data partitions best
explained by separate models of DNA evolution (e.g.,
GTR+I+ versus JC). Another form of mismodeling
results when multiple partitions, explained by the same
underlying general model (e.g., GTR+I+), differ dras-
tically in the specific model parameter estimates that
maximize the likelihood (e.g., different relative sub-
stitution rates). For example, Reeder (2003) found the
relative rate of C ↔ T transitions was 27.2 for struc-
tural RNAs, but only 4.0 for the ND4 protein-coding
gene, a sevenfold difference. The estimate of the same
parameter for the combined mtDNA data was 14.7; half
the best estimate for the structural RNAs, and over
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three times the estimate for ND4. Whereas the sepa-
rate data analyses used specific and seemingly appro-
priate models for the two individual data partitions
(i.e., structural RNAs and ND4 protein-coding), the com-
bined (single-model) mtDNA analysis did not accommo-
date all that was known about the partitions (i.e., spe-
cific parameter estimates). A solution to these problems
would be to apply appropriate models and their speci-
fied parameter estimates to each data partition and sub-
sequently incorporate this into a single ML tree search
(Yang, 1996; a partitioned or mixed-model ML analy-
sis). Methods of conducting such partitioned analyses
using Bayesian/Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods have recently become available (MrBayes 3.0;
Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001; See Nylander et al.,
2004). Bayesian analyses generate posterior probability
distributions using the likelihood function and incorpo-
rate the same models of DNA evolution commonly used
with ML. Bayesian analyses using uniform priors are
expected to yield similar results as ML, and generally
do (Huelsenbeck et al., 2002; Larget and Simon, 1999;
Leache´ and Reeder, 2002). Because it more accurately
models the data, the use of partition-specific modeling
should reduce systematic error, resulting in better like-
lihood scores and more accurate posterior probability
estimates.
The use of partitioning analyses also impacts the “com-
bined versus separate” phylogenetic analysis debate
(Bull et al., 1993; Chippendale and Wiens, 1994; de
Queiroz, 1993; Kluge, 1989). Much of the debate cen-
ters upon how to cope with the different evolutionary
characteristics of different data partitions. Fully combin-
ing the data into a single analysis allows for a phyloge-
netic reconstruction based on more characters, and under
ideal conditions may infer better resolved or supported
relationships than those inferred by separate analyses
of each partition. However, this practice ignores the fact
that different partitions of the data may have evolved
under different models of evolution. Thus, some propo-
nents advocate separate analyses in order to more accu-
rately accommodate the evolutionary complexity of each
partition. Our approach addresses both of these issues
by employing partition-specific modeling in a combined
analysis (see also Nylander et al., 2004).
We use partitioned Bayesian analyses to demonstrate
the effect of partitioning on phylogeny reconstruction us-
ing multiple mitochondrial gene sequences from scincid
lizards. We focus on the extent that partitioning improves
the ability to explain the DNA data and the effects on
clade support (i.e., posterior probabilities) compared to
traditional, unpartitioned Bayesian analyses. We also
introduce a method, based on the Bayes factor, to select
the best partitioning strategy. This is significant because
it provides an objective criterion for choosing among
the countless ways of partitioning data, from the tradi-
tional, non-partitioned analyses, to partitioning by every
character (i.e., the parsimony model [Tuffley and Steel,
1993]). As partitioning increases, the amount of data
within each partition becomes smaller, resulting in in-
creased random error associated with estimating model
parameters. Thus, the Bayes factor is a method for de-
termining whether a specific partitioning strategy is su-
perior to another and evaluates the trade-off between
increasing overall partition number (and thus num-
ber of estimated parameters) and minimizing random
error.
The Current State of Scincid Phylogenetics
With over 1300 species, Scincidae is one of the largest
families of squamate reptiles (Pough et al., 2004), yet lit-
tle is known about their higher-level relationships. In
fact, for many groups, relationships above the species
level are only recently becoming better understood (e.g.,
Mausfeld and Schmitz, 2003; Mausfeld et al., 2002;
Reeder, 2002; Schmitz et al., 2004, 2005; Whiting et al.,
2003). This lack of phylogenetic information is an im-
pediment to the study of the complex morphological
evolution within skinks, including the evolution of limb
reduction and loss. Indeed, inferring the phylogenetics
of skinks based on morphological variation is problem-
atic due to the presumably highly convergent evolution
of limb reduction. Skinks are distributed worldwide and
inhabit a variety of habitats. Scincid morphology is di-
verse; they range from being large (490 mm snout-vent-
length) to small (23 mm snout-vent-length) (Greer, 2001),
and from being robustly limbed to completely limbless.
Despite the ubiquity and diversity of skinks, as well as
their significance in elucidating the evolution of limbless-
ness, their phylogenetic relationships are poorly known.
Much of our current understanding of the phylogeny and
taxonomy of skinks is based on the morphological work
of Greer (1970a). In his pioneering scincid study, Greer
recognized the following four subfamilies: Acontinae,
Feylininae, Lygosominae, and Scincinae. Greer (1970a)
hypothesized that the former three subfamilies were
independently derived from within the scincines, and
that scincines represent the most “primitive” group. This
hypothesis that scincines represent the ancestral stock
from which the other subfamilies are derived effectively
implies that “Scincinae” is not monophyletic. Thus, to
infer the higher-level phylogenetics of Scincidae, eluci-
dating the relationships among the “scincines” is critical.
The monophyly of Acontinae, Feylininae, and Lygosomi-
nae appears to be well supported by numerous morpho-
logical synapomorphies (Greer, 1970a, 1986); however,
their phylogenetic placement within the “Scincinae” has
not been adequately tested.
“Scincinae” consists of ∼32 genera that inhabit Africa,
North and Central America, Europe, and Asia. Greer
(1970a) acknowledged that no derived characters sup-
port “scincine” monophyly and provided little evi-
dence supporting relationships among major “scincine”
groups. In a subsequent study, Greer (1970b) hypoth-
esized various natural groups of some “scincine” gen-
era: (1) Janetaescincus and Pamelaescincus (Seychelles)
+ Gongylomorphus (Mauritius), (2) Proscelotes and Sepsina
(southern Africa), and (3) Scelotes, Melanoseps, Scolecoseps,
and Typhlacontias (sub-Saharan Africa). Although Greer
and Shea (2000) were careful to avoid making formal
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taxonomic designations, their identification of a diag-
nostic head scale character nonetheless implied sev-
eral higher-level relationships, including the placement
of Acontinae and Feylininae within a diverse assort-
ment of Malagasy, African, Central Asian, and Euro-
pean skinks (based on a bell-shaped frontal scale); and
a group including the remaining sub-Saharan African,
Malagasy “scincines,” and the North American genus
Neoseps (based on an hourglass-shaped frontal scale).
Recently, Whiting et al. (2003) focused on the phy-
logenetic relationships of the sub-Saharan African
“scincines.” Results from their DNA sequence analysis
differed from Greer (1970b) in that they inferred a sister-
group relationship between Proscelotes and Scelotes, and
a close relationship between Melanoseps, Typhlacontias,
and Feylinia (Fig. 1A). Their analysis also included
other scincid representatives and supported Acontinae
as the sister taxon to all remaining scincids. Given the
numerous morphological synapomorphies that define
the Lygosominae, it is surprising that Whiting et al. (2003)
inferred the paraphyly of the group with respect to North
American Eumeces.
The “scincine” Eumeces (sensu lato) is widespread,
with members in North and Central America, North
Africa, and Central and Southeast Asia. A recent mor-
phological phylogenetic analysis by Griffith et al. (2000)
rejected the monophyly of Eumeces and inferred the rela-
tionships among the hypothesized major species groups
(Fig. 1B). They proposed splitting the paraphyletic Eume-
FIGURE 1. (A) Whiting et al.’s (2003) simplified hypothesis of scincid phylogenetic relationships. (B) Griffith et al.’s (2000) hypothesis of the
phylogenetic relationships of the Eumeces (sensu lato) species groups.
ces into four genera: Mesoscincus (“E .” schwartzei group),
Eurylepis (“E .” taeniolatus group), and “Novoeumeces” (E .
schneideri group, which contains the type for Eumeces
sensu lato, E. pavimentatus), and Eumeces (sensu stricto)
for all of the remaining species, which primarily inhabit
East Asia and North America. However, this study was
based on few morphological characters and did not rig-
orously evaluate the relationships of Eumeces (sensu lato)
with respect to most other “scincines.” In this study, we
reconsider the taxonomic recommendations of Griffith
et al. (2000) through an explicitly phylogenetic analysis
including a greater diversity of “scincines.”
In addition to reducing taxonomic chaos, a
well-resolved phylogeny of skinks (especially non-
lygosomines) will improve evolutionary studies on the
group allowing, for example, a clearer understanding of
the evolution of body size (Greer, 2001) and external ear
morphology (Greer, 2002). In addition, limb reduction
may have evolved as many as 25 times in the group,
including multiple times within “Scincinae” (Greer,
1991); approximately half of the “scincine” genera
(Greer, 2001) and the subfamilies Acontinae and Feylini-
nae are completely limbless. A phylogenetic hypothesis
would facilitate discovery of patterns and provide a
framework for testing the numerous hypotheses about
the evolution of the limbless body plan (e.g., Gans,
1975, 1986, 1994). For example, a recent phylogenetic
study (Reeder, 2003) demonstrated that limb reduction
has occurred independently more times in Australian
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lygosomine skinks than previously hypothesized by
Greer (1991).
Using the partitioned Bayesian approach, we inferred
the higher-level phylogeny of the Scincidae and the rela-
tionships among most “scincine” genera, including the
first rigorous test of “scincine” monophyly. Additionally,
we address the phylogenetic placements of Feylinia and
Dibamus, two taxa for which scincid affinities have been
debated. And finally, we also evaluate the monophyly of
Lygosominae and “Eumeces,” and test the previously hy-
pothesized close relationship between the endemic Mau-
ritian (Gongylomorphus) and the Seychellois (Janetaescin-
cus and Pamelaescincus) “scincines.”
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Taxon sampling.—We sampled broadly from all
currently recognized subfamilies, especially the
“Scincinae,” including (1) representatives of 21 of the
∼32 currently recognized “scincine” genera, (2) all three
genera of Acontinae, (3) one of the two genera of Feylin-
inae, and (4) five representative genera of the speciose
(600 + species) Lygosominae (Table 1). Where possible,
multiple representatives of each speciose genus were
used, especially within the putatively polyphyletic “Eu-
meces” (Griffith et al., 2000) and Amphiglossus (Schmitz
et al., 2005). Species from three of the four major groups
of “Eumeces” were sampled (Table 2), but samples were
unavailable for the “E .” taeniolatus group (Eurylepis
sensu; Griffith et al., 2000). We did not sample exten-
sively from the Lygosominae because the goals of this
study are to elucidate the placement of the acontines,
feylinines, and lygosomines within the “Scincinae,” as
well as interrelationships among “scincine” genera. The
lygosomine genera we sampled represent the five major
strongly supported clades within Lygosominae (Honda
et al., 2000; Reeder, 2003).
Because of the unavailability of tissue samples, we
did not include the following “scincines”: Sepsina and
Scolecoseps from Africa, Cryptoscincus of Madagascar,
and Davewakeum from Thailand. Their exclusion, how-
ever, is meliorated by the comparatively large sam-
pling of other African and Malagasy “scincines” and
should have little effect on our ability to identify ma-
jor clades within the “Scincinae.” Furthermore, whereas
Greer (1970b) hypothesized the sister relationship be-
tween Proscelotes and Sepsina, Whiting et al. (2003) placed
Sepsina sister to a Proscelotes + Scelotes clade; therefore,
the phylogenetic affinities of Sepsina seem to be with
other sub-Saharan “scincines.” The limbless Scolecoseps
is currently placed in a clade with other limbless sub-
Saharan “scincines” (Melanoseps and Typhlacontias; Greer,
1970b). Cryptoscincus and Davewakeum are morphologi-
cally very similar to Voeltzkowia and Brachymeles, respec-
tively, the latter two which are included in this study.
Tissues were also unavailable for all four genera from
India and Sri Lanka (Barkudia, Chalcidoseps, Nessia, and
Sepsophis).
The family Cordylidae is hypothesized to be closely
related to scincids (Estes et al., 1988; Lee, 1998, 2002;
Schwenk, 1988; Townsend et al., 2004; Vicario et al., 2003;
Whiting et al., 2003). Two taxa (Cordylus and Zonosaurus)
representing the two basal clades of cordylids (Lang,
1991; Odierna et al., 2002) were used as the first
outgroup. More distant outgroup taxa, representing
other scleroglossan families (Anguidae, Lacertidae, and
Dibamidae), were also included and the ingroup was not
constrained to be monophyletic. The phylogenetic affini-
ties of dibamids to other squamates are unclear (Greer,
1985; Rieppel, 1984), although several studies have hy-
pothesized a close relationship between dibamids and
skinks (Boulenger, 1884; Camp, 1923; Cope, 1885; Estes
et al., 1988; Rieppel, 1981, 1984). Nevertheless, because
of its inclusion as an outgroup taxon, we can evaluate
the hypothesis that dibamids evolved from within the
Scincidae.
Molecular methods and DNA alignment.—DNA was iso-
lated from tissue using standard phenol/chloroform
methods or Qiagen DNeasyTM columns. Segments of
the mitochondrial genome were amplified, including the
complete ND1, tRNAGLU, tRNAILE, tRNAGLN genes, as
well as partial gene sequences of the 12S rRNA, 16S
rRNA, and tRNAMET for a total of ∼2700 bp (see Table 3
for primers). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products
were purified using PEG/NaCl precipitation or cut from
2.5% to 5% polyacrylamide gels and extracted using elu-
tion buffer (0.5 M ammonium acetate, 0.001 M EDTA,
pH = 8.0). Purified templates were dye-labeled using
BigDye (ABI) and sequenced on an ABI 377 automated
DNA sequencer.
Alignment of the structural rRNA and tRNA gene
sequences was aided by published secondary struc-
ture information (12S: Titus and Frost, 1996; 16S:
Gutell and Fox, 1998; tRNAs: Kumazawa and Nishida,
1993). Insertions and deletions in these structural genes
may make homology determination difficult for some
regions. To aid in the identification of possibly am-
biguously aligned positions, the sequences were aligned
using various opening gap costs (= 6, 9, and 12) imple-
mented by Clustal X (Thompson et al., 1997). Alignment
of nucleotide positions that differed under any of these
gap costs was considered to be ambiguous and were
excluded from phylogenetic analysis (Gatesy et al., 1993).
Model determination.—An initial ML tree for the entire
data set was created using the JC model with 10 ran-
dom addition replicates and TBR branch swapping. The
appropriate model of sequence evolution for each parti-
tion and combination of partitions (see below) was deter-
mined using the likelihood ratio test (LRT) implemented
with MrModeltest (a variant of Posada and Crandall’s
[1998] ModelTest; Nylander, 2002) using this same initial
tree for all partitions.
Bayesian phylogenetic analyses.—All phylogenetic anal-
yses were conducted using MrBayes 3.0b4 (Huelsenbeck
and Ronquist, 2001). Each analysis consisted of 2.0 ×
107 generations with a random starting tree, default pri-
ors, the same set of branch lengths for each partition,
and four Markov chains (with default heating values)
sampled every 1000 generations. The common practice
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TABLE 1. Species used in this study, their museum numbers, GenBank accession numbers, and collecting localities. Acronyms: AMB, Aaron
Bauer field series; AMS, Australian Museum, Sydney; CAS, California Academy of Sciences; DCC, David C. Cannatella field series, University
of Texas at Austin; DMH, David M. Hillis, University of Texas at Austin; JG, Justin Gerlach; LK, Lisa Kitson; MRSN, Museo Regionale di Scienze
Naturali; MVZ, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology; RAN, Ronald Nussbaum field series; SAMA, South Australian Museum; SD, Savel Daniels;
SDSU, San Diego State University; TNHC, Texas Natural History Collection; TWR, Tod Reeder field series; SDSU, San Diego State University;
SDNHM, San Diego Natural History Museum; UADBA-MV, Universite d’Antananarivo, Departement de Biologie Animale; UMMZ, University
of Michigan Museum of Zoology; ZFMK, Zoologisches Forschungsinstitut und Museum Alexander Koenig.
GenBank accession numbers
Taxon Museum no. 12S 16S ND1 and tRNAs Locality
Outgroups
Takydromus sp. SDNHM 69010 AY649136 AY649177 AY649218 Commercially purchased
Elgaria multicarinata SDSU 3858 AY649110 AY649151 AY649192 USA: California: El Dorado Co.;
south fork of the American River
Dibamus sp. ROM 19108 AY649108 AY649149 AY649190 Philippines: Negros Island: Valencia
Cordylus sp. DMH photo voucher AY315471 AY315520 AY315566 South Africa
Zonosaurus sp. TNHC 55947 AY315472 AY315521 AY315567 Commercially purchased
Acontinae
Acontias meleagris DMH photo voucher AY649100 AY649140 AY649181 South Africa: Eastern Cape Region:
N. Joubertina
Acontias percivali ZFMK 72253 AY649101 AY649141 AY649182 Tanzania
Acontophiops lineatus SD, uncataloged AY649102 AY649142 AY649183 South Africa
Typhlosaurus caecus ZFMK 18575 AY649138 AY649179 AY649220 South Africa: Saldanha Bay
Typhlosaurus lineatus ZFMK 60582 AY649139 AY649180 AY649221 Botswana: Tsodilo Hills
Feylininae
Feylinia cf. polylepis BMNH, uncataloged AY649119 AY649160 AY649201 Sao Tome´ and Principe´
Feylinia polylepis CAS 219164 AY649120 AY649161 AY649202 Sao Tome´ and Principe´: Principe Id.:
Cerracao Sur Pina
Lygosominae
Egernia whitii SAMA R34781 AY649109 AY649150 AY649191 Australia: South Austrlia: Kangaroo
Island: Cape Hart
Eugongylus rufescens AMS R122480 AY649111 AY649152 AY649193 Papua New Guinea: Bobole
Lygosoma fernandi SDSU 3945 AY649124 AY649165 AY649206 Commercially purchased
Euprepis perrotetii TWR 426 (uncataloged TNHC
specimen)
AY649118 AY649159 AY649200 Commercially purchased
Scincella lateralis DCC 2842 (uncataloged TNHC
specimen)
AY649131 AY649172 AY649213 USA: Texas: Sutton: 0.7–1.2 mi W of
bridge over I-10 on FM 3130
“Scincinae”
Amphiglossus macrocercus UMMZ 195924 AY315480 AY315529 AY315575 Madagascar: Toamasina:
Moramanga: Mantady Park
Amphiglossus melanopleura UMMZ 208656 AY315481 AY315530 AY315576 Madagascar: Antsiranana: Montagne
D’Ambre Antomboka River
Amphiglossus mouroundavae UMMZ 201592 AY315486 AY315535 AY315581 Madagascar: Antsiranana: Montagne
D’Ambre Antomboka River
Amphiglossus ornaticeps UMMZ 196048 AY315488 AY315537 AY315583 Madagascar: Toliara: Tolanaro:
Manantantely Forest
Amphiglossus splendidus UMMZ 208789 AY315495 AY315544 AY315590 Madagascar: Toliara: Tolanaro: east
side of Summit
Ambatorongorongo
Amphiglossus stumpffi UMMZ 201595 AY315496 AY315545 AY315591 Madagascar: Antsiranana: Montagne
D’Ambre Antomboka River
Brachymeles talinis ZFMK 73806 AY649103 AY649143 AY649184 Philippines: NW Panay
Brachymeles gracilis TNHC 59948 AY649104 AY649144 AY649185 Philippines: Mindanao Is.: Davao
City Prov.: Municipality of
Calinan: Barangay Malagos, at or
near the Malagos Eagle Station
Chalcides chalcides ZFMK 77801 — AY649145 AY649186 France: Banjuls
Chalcides mionecton ZFMK uncataloged AY649105 AY649146 AY649187 Morocco: Sidi Kaouki
Chalcides ocellatus TNHC 55635 AY649106 AY649147 AY649188 Commercially purchased
Chalcides polylepis No voucher AY649107 AY649148 AY649189 Morocco: Plage Blanche: Atlantic
coast
“Eumeces” egregius — NC000888 NC000888 NC000888 GenBank accession number
NC000888
“Eumeces” elegans MVZ 231239 AY649112 AY649153 AY649194 China: Fujian Province: Dehua
County: Dai Yun village:
Qi-Li-Yang
“Eumeces” fasciatus SDSU 3836 AY315505 AY315554 AY315600 USA: Missouri: Camden Co.: Lake of
the Ozarks, Sunrise Beach
“Eumeces” longirostris LK, uncataloged AY649113 AY649154 AY649195 Bermuda
“Eumeces” lynxe MVZ 190185 AY649114 AY649155 AY649196 Mexico: San Luis Potosi; 39 km E of
San Luis Potosi
(Continued on next page)
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TABLE 1. Continued
GenBank accession numbers
Taxon Museum # no. 12S 16S ND1 and tRNAs Locality
“Eumeces” managuae ZFMK 57771 AY649115 AY649156 AY649197 Costa Rica: Guanacaste
“Eumeces” obsoletus SDNHM 69011 AY649116 AY649157 AY649198 USA: New Mexico: Mora Co.: 3.8 mi
S of Wagon Mound
“Eumeces” schneideri TNHC 55948 AY315506 AY315555 AY315601 Commercially purchased
“Eumeces” schwartzei UTA R-50296 AY649117 AY649158 AY649199 Guatemala: Peten: Tikal
Gongylomorphus bojeri BMNH, uncataloged AY649121 AY649162 AY649203 Mauritius: Round Island
Hakaria simonyi No voucher AY649122 AY649163 AY649204 Yemen: Socotra Island
Janetaescincus braueri JG, uncataloged AY649123 AY649164 AY649205 Seychelles: Silhouette Island
Melanoseps occidentalis CAS 207873 AY649125 AY649166 AY649207 Equatorial Guinea: Bioko Id.: coast
road ca 5 km S (by road) of Luba
Neoseps reynoldsi USNM 541741 AY649126 AY649167 AY649208 USA: Florida: Orange Co.: Walt
Disney World
Ophiomorus punctatissimus MVZ 230221 AY649127 AY649168 AY649209 Turkey: Antalya Province: Kekova
Adasi
Pamelaescincus gardineri JG, uncataloged AY649128 AY649169 AY649210 Seychelles: Silhouette Island
Paracontias brocchii UMMZ 209153 AY315507 AY315556 AY315602 Madagascar: Antsiranana: Montagne
D’Ambre Antomboka River
Paracontias holomelas UMMZ 201644 AY315509 AY315558 AY315604 Madagascar: Antsiranana: Sambava:
Marojejy Reserve along
Manantenina River
Proscelotes eggeli FMNH 250585 AY315512 AY315561 AY315607 Tanzania: Korogwe Dist.: West
Usambara Mts.
Pseudoacontias menameinty MRSN R1826 AY315511 AY315560 AY315606 Madagascar: Berara Forest
Pygomeles braconnieri UMMZ 229882 AY315513 AY315562 AY315609 Madagascar: Toliara: Betioky
Scelotes bipes SD, uncataloged AY649129 AY649170 AY649211 South Africa
Scelotes mirus No voucher AY649130 AY649171 AY649212 Swaziland: Malolotja Reserve
Scincopus fasciatus ZFMK uncataloged AY649132 AY649173 AY649214 Mauritania: ca. 30 km NW Rosso
Scincus mitranus BMNH, uncataloged AY649133 AY649174 AY649215 United Arabian Emirates
Scincus scincus TNAC 55667 AY315515 AY712942 AY315611 Commercially purchased
Sphenops boulengeri ZFMK uncataloged AY649134 AY649175 AY649216 Mauritania: ca. 30 km NW Rosso
Sphenops sphenopsiformis ZFMK uncataloged AY649135 AY649176 AY649217 Morocco: southern Tan Tan Plage
Typhlacontias brevipes AMB 7030 AY649137 AY649178 AY649219 Namibia
Voeltzkowia fierinensis UADBA-MV 2000.569 AY315516 AY315563 AY315612 Madagascar: Arboretum, Tulear
Voeltzkowia lineata UMMZ 197125 AY315517 AY315564 AY315613 Madagascar: Toliara: Amboasary:
Beraketa
of detecting stationarity in MCMC analyses by plotting
−lnLagainst generation time is problematic (especially
at detecting slow convergence; Gelman, 1996); therefore,
we tracked the cumulative posterior probabilities of indi-
vidual clades using the cump and slide command in Con-
verge v0.1 (Warren et al., 2003). Stationarity was assumed
when the cumulative posterior probabilities of all clades
stabilized. Burn-in trees were discarded and the remain-
ing trees and associated parameter estimates saved, with
TABLE 2. Traditional taxonomy of “Eumeces” (sensu lato) species













the frequency of inferred relationships representing esti-
mated posterior probabilities. To decrease the chance of
reaching apparent stationarity on local optima, two sepa-
rate analyses were performed for each partitioning strat-
egy. Posterior probability estimates for each clade were
then compared between the two analyses using a scatter-
plot created by the compare2trees command in Converge.
If posterior probability estimates for clades were simi-
lar in both analyses, the results of both analyses were
combined.
Unlike nonparametric bootstrap values, which are
known to be conservative estimates of clade confidence
(Hillis and Bull, 1993), recent simulation studies (e.g.,
Alfaro et al., 2003; Erixon et al., 2003; Wilcox et al, 2002)
have demonstrated that Bayesian posterior probabilities
are less biased estimators of confidence and thus gener-
ally represent much closer estimates of true clade prob-
abilities (referred to as “Pp” throughout). Also, whereas
the Bayesian approach may be more sensitive to sig-
nal in the sequence data (i.e., provide higher confidence
for short internodes; Alfaro et al., 2003), there is also
an increased chance of the Bayesian method assign-
ing higher confidence to incorrectly inferred short inter-
nodes because of the stochastic nature of the underly-
ing model of evolution (Alfaro et al., 2003; Erixon et al.,
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TABLE 3. Primers used in this study.
Primer name Sequence (5′ → 3′) Position1 Source
tPHE AAA GCA CRG CAC TGA AGA TGC 44 Wiens and Reeder, 1997
12a AAA CTG GGA TTA GAT ACC CCA CTA T 526 Kocher et al., 1989
12g TAT CGA TTA TAG GAC AGG CTC CTC TA 630 Leache´ and Reeder, 2002
12e GTR CGC TTA CCM TGT TAC GAC T 984 Wiens and Reeder, 1997
16aR2 CCC GMC TGT TTA CCA AAA ACA 1928 Schmitz et al., 2005
16d CTC CGG TCT GAA CTC AGA TCA CGT AG 2456 Reeder, 1995
16dR CTA CGT GAT CTG AGT TCA GAC CGG AG 2481 Leache´ and Reeder, 2002
ND1-INTF CTA GCW GAA ACM AAY CGA GCC CC 3309 Schmitz et al., 2005
ND1-INTF2 AAY CGV GCV CCW TTY GAC CTW ACA GA 3323 Schmitz et al., 2005
ND1-INTF3 ATA ATR TGR TTY ATY TCN ACN CTA GCA GA 3293 This study
ND1-INTF4 TAY CCN CGN TTH CGN TAY GAY CA 3567 This study
ND1-INTR TAT TCT GCT AGG AAG AAW AGG GCG 3379 Schmitz et al., 2005
ND1-INTR2 CRA AKG GGC CDG CTG CRT AYT CTA C 3356 Schmitz et al., 2005
tMET TCG GGG TAT GGG CCC RAR AGC TT 3836 Leache´ and Reeder, 2002
1Position of the terminal 3′ base of the Eumeces egregius mt genome (GenBank accession number NC 000888; Kumazawa and Nishida, 1999).
2003). Given this, clades with Pp ≥ 0.95 were gener-
ally considered strongly (significantly) supported, but
with the caveat that relatively high posterior probabil-
ities for short internodes (particularly those that might
receive low bootstrap values) may be overestimates of
confidence.
Choosing the Best Partitioning Strategy
The goal of partitioning is to divide the data into
sequence regions that have evolved under different mod-
els of evolution. The more partitions, the more accu-
rately the data are modeled. However, as the number of
nucleotide positions per partition decreases, the amount
of random error associated with estimating parameters
for each partition increases. Therefore, we attempted to
achieve a balance between partitioning the data into sim-
ilar units and overpartitioning. To determine the best
partitioning strategy, we developed a method that com-
pares strategies using the Bayes factor. The method con-
sists of three general steps.
1. Choose data partitions.—Partitions were chosen a
priori based on gene identity (i.e., ND1, 12S, 16S, and
tRNAs) and general biochemical or evolutionary con-
straints (i.e., codon positions, stems, and loops). In this
study, the separate tRNAs were combined due to their
small size (∼80 bp) and given that they are expected to
evolve similarly due to similar functional and evolution-
ary constraints. Appropriate models of sequence evolu-
tion were chosen for each partition using the LRT on the
same initial ML tree (see above). All partition strategies
are denoted with a capital P and a numerical subscript
identifying the number of data partitions (e.g., P1, P9,
etc.). Additional subscript letters identify multiple par-
titioning strategies that have the same number of data
partitions but partition the data differently (e.g., P4A, P4B,
etc.).
2. Best and alternative analyses.—A partitioned Bayesian
analysis of the total data set with the most logical num-
ber of partitions was implemented by applying the
previously determined models to each data partition.
Additional analyses combining data partitions (thereby
reducing the overall number of partitions; “alternative
analyses”) were performed, and the appropriate mod-
els of sequence evolution of the various combined par-
titions were also re-determined using the LRT with the
same initial ML tree. With four or more total data par-
titions, the number of possible partition combinations
becomes too large to evaluate practically; therefore, we
used background information regarding how these par-
titions evolve to test logical combinations of partitions
(e.g., combining the first and second codon positions but
not second and third; Table 4).
3. Evaluating alternative partitioning strategies.—The
results for each partitioning strategy were then com-
pared to the strategy with the best arithmetic mean −lnL
using the Bayes factor. The Bayes factor measures the
amount by which one’s opinion is changed after view-
ing the data. This is interpreted as the change in odds in
favor of a hypothesis and can be measured as the change
in odds from the prior to the posterior (Lavine and
Schervish, 1999; see Huelsenbeck and Imennov, 2002, for
a phylogenetics example using this method), or as the
relative success of two hypotheses (H) at predicting the
TABLE 4. Partitioning strategies used in this study.
Partition
strategy Partition identity
P1 All data combined
P2 ND1; 12S, 16S, and tRNAs combined
P3 ND1; one partition each for the combined stems and loops
of the 12S, 16S, and tRNAs
P4A ND1 codon positions; 12S, 16S, and tRNAs combined
P4B ND1; one partition each for 12S, 16S, and tRNAs
P5 ND1 codon positions; one partition each for the stems and
loops of the combined 12S, 16S, and tRNAs
P6 ND1 codon positions; one partition each for the 12S, 16S
and tRNAs
P7 ND1; one partition each for the stems and loops of the 12S,
16S, and tRNAs
P9 ND1 codon positions; one partition each for the stems and
loops of the 12S, 16S, and tRNAs
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data (Kass and Raftery, 1995). In the latter case, it can be
computed by the following formula:
B01 = Pr (D | H0)Pr (D | H1) ,
where B01 is the Bayes factor of the comparisons of H0
and H1 and corresponds to the ratios of the marginal like-
lihoods of the two hypotheses (Kass and Raftery, 1995;
Newton and Raftery, 1994; Raftery, 1996). The marginal
likelihood is the probability of the data with all of the
model parameters integrated out (Holder and Lewis,
2003; Raftery, 1996). This integral is difficult to compute
directly, and instead can be estimated by calculating the
harmonic mean of the likelihood values (not lnLs) sam-
pled from the posterior distributions of the two analy-
ses (Newton and Raftery, 1994). The Bayes factor, there-
fore, is the ratio of the harmonic means of the likelihoods
(sampled from the posterior) of the two analyses being
tested:
B01 = Harmonic Mean L0Harmonic Mean L1
LnLs were sampled from the posterior distribution (at
stationarity), retransformed into likelihoods, and the har-
monic mean of these likelihoods was calculated using
Mathematica©R. For convenience, Bayes factors were then
ln-transformed. Note that a harmonic mean can be more
conveniently estimated using slightly less precise scaling
procedure by using the sump command in MrBayes. We
therefore also calculated the harmonic mean using the
sump command and compared it to the value calculated
from Mathematica©R. For the remainder of the paper, har-
monic means will be referred to as such, whereas arith-
metic means will simply be referred to as “means.”
Unlike the LRT and other familiar frequentist methods,
rejection of the null hypothesis is not evaluated using
critical values. Instead, the Bayes factor (and therefore,
one’s change in opinion) can be evaluated using a table
provided by Jeffreys (1935, 1961) and further modified
by Raftery (1996; Table 5). At this point, the investiga-
tor must choose a cutoff for determining support for the
alternative hypothesis. Selecting a Bayes factor cutoff is
essentially equivalent to selecting an arbitrary P value
(such as 0.05) in frequentist statistics. In this study, we
used the traditional criterion of 2ln Bayes factor of ≥ 10
as very strong evidence against the alternative hypoth-
TABLE 5. Interpretations of the 2ln Bayes factor. Modified from
Kass and Raftery (1995).
2ln Bayes factor Evidence for H1
<0 Negative (supports H0)
0 to 2 Barely worth mentioning
2 to 6 Positive
6 to 10 Strong
>10 Very strong
esis (Kass and Raftery, 1995; Table 5). Ultimately, the al-
ternative partitioning strategy that explains the data as
well as the best strategy (if any), but with fewer parti-
tions is considered the optimal strategy (i.e., the one that
best explains the data while incurring the least random
error).
Testing Alternative Phylogenetic Hypotheses
Because Bayesian methods infer sets of trees propor-
tional to their posterior probability rather than a single
estimate of phylogeny, common frequentist statistical
methods for testing alternative phylogenetic hypothe-
ses, such as the SH test (Shimodaira and Hasegawa,
1999), are not practical. Instead, we employed a Bayesian
approach to hypothesis testing and built 95% credible
sets of unique trees (sampled at stationarity) using the
sumt command in MrBayes. This methodology was used
to test whether alternative phylogenetic hypotheses not
supported with high posterior probabilities (i.e., Pp <
0.95) could be rejected by the data. If a phylogenetic
hypothesis of interest was absent in all of the trees of the
95% credible set, it could be rejected statistically (Buckley
et al., 2002; Reeder, 2003).
RESULTS
We obtained sequence data for all genes and taxa
except for Chalcides chalcides, for which we were un-
able to obtain 12S sequence data. We excluded 483 posi-
tions from the phylogenetic analyses due to ambiguous
alignment. The remaining 2195 unambiguously aligned
positions consisted of 1154 variable sites, with 950 be-
ing parsimony informative. Results of the model selec-
tion regime are provided in Table 6. For most parti-
tions, the most general model (GTR+I+) was selected
even if the data partition was quite small. All Bayesian
analyses achieved apparent stationarity by 1.2 × 107
generations.
TABLE 6. Data partitions, their estimated models of sequence evo-
lution, and total number of characters of each partition used in phylo-
genetic analysis.
Number of characters
Partition Model in partition
All data GTR+I+ 2195
ND1 GTR+I+ 954
ND1 1st codon GTR+I+ 318
ND1 2nd codon GTR+I+ 318
ND1 3rd codon GTR+I+ 318
12S GTR+I+ 620
12S stems SYM+I+ 371
12S loops GTR+I+ 249
16S GTR+I+ 416
16S stems SYM+I+ 177
16S loops GTR+I+ 239
tRNA GTR+I+ 205
tRNA stems GTR+ 126
tRNA loops GTR+I+ 83
12S + 16S + tRNAs GTR+I+ 1241
All stems GTR+I+ 674
All loops GTR+I+ 571
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TABLE 7. Mean −lnL and 95% credible interval results of each par-
titioning strategy.
Partition
strategy Mean −lnL Upper 95% CI Lower 95% CI
P1 39644.890 39626.765 39665.156
P2 39485.383 39466.286 39506.404
P3 39380.875 39360.992 39403.023
P4A 39195.204 39175.253 39217.330
P4B 39422.659 39402.659 39444.721
P5 39091.425 39070.575 39114.233
P6 39126.173 39105.566 39149.412
P7 39339.302 39318.083 39362.659
P9 39030.845 39008.647 39056.012
Effect of Partitioning on Mean −lnL
We used mean −lnL to measure the ability of data
partitioning to explain the entire data set and found that
partitioning does, in fact, greatly improve mean −lnL
(Table 7 and Fig. 2). Simply adding partitions does not
necessarily further improve the mean −lnL . Rather, the
FIGURE 2. Box plots of the −lnL of all trees sampled from the posterior distribution (at stationarity) for each partitioning strategy. The top
and bottom bars, box, and center line represent the upper and lower bounds of the 100% interval, 95% interval, and the mean of the distribution,
respectively.
identity of each partition is extremely important. For ex-
ample, partitioning the ND1 data by codon positions
(partition strategies P4A, P5, P6, and P9) has the largest
effect on the mean −lnL . Partition strategy P7, which
does not partition the ND1 by codon, includes three more
partitions than strategy P4A; yet, the mean −lnLof P4A is
almost 150 likelihood units better than P7 (Table 7). With
rRNA genes, partitioning by combined stems and loops
improves the −lnLmore dramatically than partitioning
by gene (P3 versus P4B, P5 versus P6), suggesting that the
stems and loops of these different structural genes evolve
similarly. Partitioning by codon position and rRNA gene
specific stems and loops (strategy P9) yields the greatest
improvement of mean −lnL .
Effects of Partitioning on Topology, Posterior Probabilities,
and the Bayes Factor
The consensus tree topologies inferred from all nine
analyses differed, yet all of these differences involved
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alternative placements of weakly supported nodes (i.e.,
<0.95). There were notable differences in posterior prob-
abilities between the analyses depending on whether
the ND1 sequences were partitioned by codon position
(compare P4A, P5, P6, and P9 to others; Table 7, Fig. 2). The
analysis that did not include any partitions (P1; Fig. 3)
and the nine-partition analysis (strategy P9; Fig. 4) are
generally representative of these two partitioning strat-
egy groups. The most dramatic difference can be seen in
the deepest nodes in the tree, as well as basal relation-
ships in the clade containing Chalcides, Sphenops, and the
Malagasy (and surrounding islands) “scincines” (clade
B in Figs. 3 and 4). All analyses that do not partition the
ND1 by codon infer very weak support for these relation-
ships. In contrast, all analyses that partitioned ND1 by
codon position inferred greater support for these same
clades, with posterior probabilities increasing from<0.50
to significant (Pp ≥ 0.95) or marginally nonsignificant
(defined here as 0.90 ≤ Pp < 0.95) for clades B and D.
The absolute difference between the 2ln Bayes fac-
tor estimates using Mathematica and MrBayes ranged
from 19.1 to 0.6 (Table 8). We attribute these differences
to calculation errors due to the programs’ handling of
extremely small likelihood values, the fact that MrBayes
excludes “extreme values” when calculating the har-
monic means, or both. Nonetheless, given that all Bayes
factor estimates were much larger than the criterion for
strong evidence against a hypothesis (see below), the
differences between these estimates are within an ac-
ceptable range. The analysis using nine partitions was
a decisively better explanation of the data than all other
analyses according to the Bayes factor (Table 8). Thus, it
is our preferred hypothesis of the phylogeny of scincid
TABLE 8. 2ln Bayes factors results of comparisons of all partitioning
strategies. The top matrix represents Bayes factors calculated from the
harmonic means of likelihoods sampled directly from the posterior
distribution using Mathematica©R. The bottom matrix represents Bayes
factors calculated from estimated harmonic means of likelihoods by
the sump command in MrBayes 3b4. Bold values indicate comparisons
used in determining the optimal partitioning strategy. A positive value
indicates evidence against alternative hypotheses.
Partitioning strategies
P9 P7 P6 P5 P4B P4A P3 P2 P1
P1 1221.0 607.6 1031.0 1104.8 432.0 891.4 514.0 320.6 —
P2 900.4 287.0 710.4 784.2 111.4 570.8 193.4 —
P3 707.0 93.6 517.0 590.8 −82.0 377.4 —
P4A 329.6 −283.8 139.6 213.4 −459.4 —
P4B 789.0 175.6 599.0 672.8 —
P5 116.2 −497.2 −73.8 —
P6 190.0 −423.4 —
P7 613.4 —
P9 —
P1 1227.8 613.9 1038.6 1100.7 447.0 895.7 526.9 318.8 —
P2 909.0 295.1 719.8 781.9 128.2 576.9 208.1 —
P3 701.0 87.0 511.7 573.8 −79.9 368.8 —
P4A 332.1 −281.8 142.9 205.0 −448.7 —
P4B 780.8 166.9 591.6 653.7 —
P5 127.2 −486.8 −62.1 —
P6 189.3 −424.7 —
P7 614.0 —
P9 —
lizards, and subsequent discussion will be limited to this
tree (Fig. 4). Additional Bayes factor analyses demon-
strate that every partitioning strategy is decisively dif-
ferent from each other (Table 8). This holds even for par-
titioning strategies with somewhat similar mean −lnLs,
such as strategies P3 and P4B, and P5 and P6.
Higher-Level Phylogeny of the Scincidae
The monophyly of Scincidae (relative to cordylids and
Dibamus) is strongly supported (Pp = 1.0; Fig. 4). Thus,
the hypothesis that dibamids are nested within Scinci-
dae is not supported by the mtDNA. The monophyly of
the subfamilies Acontinae and Lygosominae (including
the Sphenomorphus group taxon, Scincella) is also strongly
supported (both Pp = 1.0). Not surprisingly, the mono-
phyly of the “Scincinae” is not supported, with the in-
dependent derivation of the other scincid subfamilies
from within various more exclusive “scincine” clades.
The interrelationships of the basal-most clades (North
American/east Asian “Eumeces” + Neoseps, Brachymeles,
lygosomines, and remaining skinks) are not well sup-
ported. Within the North American/east Asian “Eu-
meces” + Neoseps clade, the sister relationship between
Neoseps and “E .” egregius is strongly supported (Pp =
1.0). Within the Acontinae, Typhlosaurus and Acontias
are each strongly supported as not monophyletic. The
North African and Middle Eastern Scincus, Scincopus,
and E . schneideri form a strongly supported clade (Pp =
1.0), but interrelationships among these three taxa are
not well supported. The strongly supported Central
American “E .” schwartzei group (“E .” managuae and
“E .” schwartzei) is weakly placed as the sister taxon
of a strongly supported clade (clade A) containing the
sub-Saharan African and Malagasy (and surrounding is-
lands) “scincines,” Chalcides, Sphenops, and Feylinia. Basal
relationships within clade A are generally strongly sup-
ported. The two Seychellois genera (Janetaescincus and
Pamelaescincus) strongly form a clade (Pp = 1.0) that is
also strongly placed as the sister taxon of all remain-
ing members of clade A (= Clade B; Pp = 0.96). A
clade containing Feylinia, Typhlacontias, and Melanoseps
is well supported (Pp = 1.0), as is the sister relation-
ship between Feylinia and the Melanoseps + Typhlacontias
clade (Pp = 0.98). The remaining “scincines” (clade C;
Pp = 0.73) form two major monophyletic groups (clades
D and E). The marginally weakly supported clade D
(Pp = 0.93) contains the sub-Saharan African Proscelotes
and Scelotes, and the North African, central Asian, and
European Chalcides, and Sphenops, whereas the weakly
supported clade E (Pp = 0.82) contains species that in-
habit Madagascar, Mauritius, and Socotra. The sister re-
lationship between the two sub-Saharan African genera
(Proscelotes and Scelotes) is strongly supported (Pp = 1.0),
with this clade being placed as the sister taxon of the
well-supported Chalcides + Sphenops clade (Pp = 1.0).
However, Chalcides monophyly is not supported. With
the exception of Gongylomorphus and Hakaria, the species
of clade E all inhabit Madagascar. Basal relationships
within clade E are not well resolved, but there is strong
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FIGURE 3. Fifty percent consensus of trees sampled from the posterior distribution (at stationarity) of the unpartitioned Bayesian analysis
(strategy P1). Branch lengths are calculated from means of the posterior probability density. Ingroup taxa shaded in blue represent the subfamily
“Scincinae,” red Lygosominae, green Feylininae, and orange Acontinae. Values below the nodes represent posterior probabilities. Clades A and
B are discussed in the text.
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FIGURE 4. Fifty percent consensus of trees sampled from the posterior distribution (at stationarity) of the most-partitioned analysis (strategy
P9), and our best estimate of scincid lizard phylogeny. Branch lengths are calculated from means of the posterior probability density. Ingroup
taxa shaded in blue represent the subfamily “Scincinae,” red Lygosominae, green Feylininae, and orange Acontinae. Values below the nodes
represent posterior probabilities estimated from all trees sampled at stationarity. Clades A, B, C, D, and E are discussed in the text. “Asia” refers
to the Middle East and central and south Asia unless otherwise specified.
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support for the paraphyly of Amphiglossus with respect
to other Malagasy “scincine” genera (a result congruent
with Schmitz et al., 2005).
DISCUSSION
Partition Incongruence and Performance of Partitioned
Analyses
To illustrate the significant heterogeneity among
model parameter estimates for different data partitions,
we compared 95% credible intervals (CIs) of each param-
eter sampled from the posterior distribution for strate-
gies P1 and P9 (Table 9). There exists numerous instances
of nonoverlap among parameter CIs, the most striking
of which occurs among the ND1 codon positions where
in 8 of the 11 estimated parameters, CIs do not over-
lap among two or more codon positions. In addition,
the parameter CIs of each codon position do not over-
lap with at least one (and usually multiple) CI of every
other partition. There are far more instances of param-
eter CI overlap among the rRNA and tRNA partitions,
suggesting these partitions evolve similarly. Finally, ev-
ery 95% CI for parameter values estimated from the total
data (P1) conflicts with at least one data partition of the
P9 analysis. These examples likely explain (1) why parti-
tioned analyses may greatly reduce systematic error and
improve −lnLs and posterior probabilities with respect
to traditional, single-model analyses, and (2) why this
effect was so apparent with the ND1 codon positions and
least noticeable with the rRNA genes. The ND1 codon
positions displayed the largest differences in parameter
estimates and are therefore the subset of the data that
benefit most from partitioning. It is evident that simply
including more partitions does not necessarily result in
an improvement in mean −lnL (Fig. 2, Table 7) and that
the identity of data partitions is far more important than
their overall number.
In addition to its effect on mean −lnL , partitioning
also affected node support. This is important because it
demonstrates that partitioning is doing more than sim-
ply modeling random elements of the data (i.e., improv-
TABLE 9. Lower and upper ranges of the 95% credible interval for each parameter sampled from the posterior distribution. Values for
the individual partitions are from the most-partitioned analysis (P9). Values for the entire data set are from the non-partitioned analysis (P1).
Substitution rates are relative to the G ↔ T rate = 1.0.
Base frequencies Substitution rates Rate heterogeneity
A C G T A ↔ C A ↔ G A ↔ T C ↔ G C ↔ T I 
All data 0.40–0.43 0.31–0.34 0.07–0.08 0.17–0.19 0.50–0.92 6.44–11.13 0.56–1.08 0.28–0.67 8.22–14.27 0.36–0.41 0.41–0.47
ND1 1st 0.31–0.39 0.33–0.40 0.13–0.19 0.12–0.16 0.14–0.65 2.12–5.89 1.09–3.28 <0.01–0.17 9.13–25.84 0.29–0.40 0.36–0.44
codon
ND1 2nd 0.14–0.22 0.30–0.39 0.07–0.12 0.33–0.45 2.41–16.30 6.91–42.10 0.58–4.09 5.19–34.47 13.78–49.34 0.42–0.60 0.14–0.21
codon
ND1 3rd 0.43–0.49 0.31–0.36 0.05–0.06 0.14–0.17 1.43–3.08 30.15–49.75 1.77–4.11 0.51–5.00 24.14–47.93 <0.01–0.06 0.85–1.24
codon
12S loops 0.39–0.47 0.24–0.30 0.11–0.17 0.14–0.18 2.24–5.23 7.86–20.97 3.11–7.54 0.23–1.91 28.80–49.81 0.13–0.27 0.19–0.23
12S stems — — — — 2.83–6.41 27.16–48.84 3.43–7.36 0.04–1.25 30.19–49.74 0.08–0.20 0.18–0.21
16S loops 0.35–0.44 0.25–0.35 0.08–0.14 0.17–0.25 2.83–11.17 12.70–48.80 1.27–6.53 0.20–4.14 15.78–49.15 0.22–0.38 0.18–0.22
16S stems — — — — 2.19–8.43 7.65–29.44 0.74–5.03 0.15–2.78 28.43–49.77 0.33–0.52 0.17–0.21
tRNA loops 0.31–0.50 0.18–0.30 0.06–0.17 0.19–0.33 2.46–15.77 11.99–49.36 0.13–4.78 0.04–10.22 13.91–49.61 0.13–0.53 0.14–0.37
tRNA stems 0.27–0.39 0.25–0.38 0.11–0.20 0.17–0.25 0.01–2.24 4.70–49.30 0.53–2.71 <0.01–0.79 9.09–49.81 — 0.19–0.34
ing mean −lnLbut having little or no effect on topol-
ogy and/or node support). Systematic error, due to poor
modeling, for example, can mislead a phylogenetic anal-
ysis into inferring the wrong tree and may also affect
estimates of clade confidence (making them artificially
high or low) even if the true tree is inferred (Swofford
et al., 1996). Thus, reducing systematic error in a parti-
tioned Bayesian analysis should result in more accurate
estimates of clade posterior probabilities. If this is the
case, the difference between the posterior probabilities
of the most partitioned and single-model analyses in our
study may be inferred as actual improvements in our es-
timates of clade confidence if, in fact, systematic error
was reduced. It should also be noted that better model-
ing will not necessarily result in higher clade posterior
probabilities. If the posterior probability estimate for a
clade is erroneously high due to systematic error caused
by inadequate modeling, improved modeling (e.g., parti-
tioning) should infer decreased support for this incorrect
relationship.
Low support for deep nodes is a frequent problem
in numerous phylogenetic analyses (e.g., Fishbein, 1999;
Jackman et al., 1999; Poe and Chubb, 2004). This low
support may be the result of rapid cladogenesis in
a time period too brief to allow the accumulation of
characters diagnostic for these clades. Thus, an opti-
mal phylogenetic method would be one that, in a sense,
does more with less data when compared to tradi-
tional single-model or maximum parsimony analysis.
We demonstrated that certain partitioning strategies in-
crease estimated posterior probabilities of many deep
nodes when compared to single-model analyses. Al-
though all but one of these increased estimates did not
achieve significant (i.e., ≥0.95) levels, we assert that
mixed-model analyses are potentially a powerful tool,
even with rapid radiation phenomena. Because mixed-
model phylogenetic methods may reduce systematic er-
ror, they may allow a researcher faced with a difficult
phylogenetic problem (e.g., a rapid radiation) to collect
far less data than that needed for single-model or parsi-
mony analyses. This could result in a difference between
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collecting a few kilobases and hundreds of kilobases. A
second explanation for poor support for basal nodes may
be inadequate modeling. Inadequate modeling may fail
to account for the large amount of homoplasy, the erosion
of synapomorphies due to multiple substitutions at a site,
and heterogeneous evolution among genes or gene re-
gions. This should be particularly acute in single-model
analyses of rapidly evolving data and/or old clades, such
as skinks (Estes, 1983). Partitioning allows for a more
realistic modeling of the heterogeneous nature of DNA
evolution and can potentially alleviate these problems.
Although improved modeling of the evolutionary pro-
cess decreases the amount of systematic error in the
analysis, little is known about how small partitions can
become before random error becomes a significant influ-
ence on phylogeny and confidence estimation. Reducing
systematic error is always beneficial, but partitioning is
not a universal remedy for problematic phenomena and
data. One must still sample appropriate taxa and suf-
ficient characters and be aware of potential pitfalls of
different model and partition selection schemes.
Performance of the Bayes Factor
The effects of partition identity on mean −lnL and
estimated clade support highlight the importance of
thoroughly exploring different partition strategies. This
would be best accomplished by finding data regions that
evolve according to a similar model (with similar param-
eter estimates) and combining them into one partition; in
essence, estimating partitioning strategies concurrently
with a tree search. However, because this is not currently
feasible, we must choose partitions a priori. It is there-
fore essential to use an objective criterion to determine
the optimal partitioning strategy from a set of alternate
strategies. We accomplished this using the Bayes factor.
For our data, the most partitioned analysis was deci-
sively better than any other strategy using a 2ln Bayes
factor ≥10 as the criterion for very strong support (Kass
and Raftery, 1995). However, using this current criterion,
all partitioning strategies were decisively different from
each other (Table 8). This raises the question of whether or
not a 2ln Bayes factor of ≥10 exacts a substantial enough
penalty to additional partitions. Further study is needed
to determine if the standard convention of evaluating
Bayes factors (Table 5) requires refinement for use in phy-
logenetic analysis.
Phylogeny of Scincidae
Dibamus—The phylogenetic placement of dibamids
(Dibamus and Anelytropsis) within Squamata has been
problematic (Estes et al., 1988; Greer, 1985; Rieppel,
1984). Several authors have postulated scincid affinities
for Dibamus (Boulenger, 1887; Camp, 1923; Cope, 1885,
1892, 1900; Rieppel, 1984). One of the characters that
potentially supports this relationship is the presence of
an extensive secondary palate resulting from scroll-like
palatines, a trait that is unique to dibamids and some
scincids. Our analyses reject the hypothesis that Diba-
mus is nested within Scincidae. The Scincidae (exclusive
of Dibamus) is strongly supported (Pp = 1.0; Fig. 4). How-
ever, because of the weak placement of Dibamus in the
unrooted tree (Fig. 4), we cannot reject the hypothesis
that dibamids are sister to skinks. This relationship is also
unlikely as Townsend et al. (2004) inferred that dibamids
are, instead, probably one of the basal-most squamate
lineages.
Basal scincid relationships and major “scincine” clades.—
As long suspected (Greer 1970a), the “Scincinae” is
not monophyletic, with all three of the other scincid
subfamilies being nested within it. However, due to
weak support for the basal nodes, determining the spe-
cific interrelationships among the major scincid clades
(including between the currently recognized subfam-
ilies) remains problematic. With the exception of the
“scincine” clade inhabiting sub-Saharan Africa, Mada-
gascar, and nearby islands (clade A), the relatively low
posterior probabilities of the basal nodes makes identi-
fying major “scincine” clades difficult. The single-scale
character described by Greer and Shea (2000) appears
to have little utility for defining major “scincine” clades.
Our phylogeny suggests that their two defining two char-
acter states (bell- versus hourglass-shaped frontal scales)
have evolved multiple times within “scincines.”
The basal split between the east Asian/North Ameri-
can “Eumeces” clade and all remaining skinks is congru-
ent with the morphological study of Griffith et al. (2000).
However, the recent study by Whiting et al. (2003) in-
ferred a basal scincid split between the Acontinae and
all remaining skinks. Although such a relationship is less
probable in our study, our mtDNA data cannot reject this
hypothesis (Table 10).
Acontinae and Lygosominae.—The monophyly of Acon-
tinae is strongly supported, but our data do not sup-
port the monophyly of the acontine genera Acontias and
Typhlosaurus. Whiting et al. (2003) inferred Lygosomi-
nae to be paraphyletic with respect to east Asian and
North American “Eumeces.” More specifically, they in-
ferred this clade of “Eumeces” as sister to the Sphenomor-
phus group lygosomines. In contrast, the monophyly of
the Lygosominae (including the Sphenomorphus group
taxon, Scincella) is supported by our analysis (Pp = 1.0)
and is also supported by three morphological synapo-
morphies (Greer, 1970a, 1986). Whereas the Whiting et al.
(2003) hypothesis is based on multiple independent mi-
tochondrial and nuclear markers, they did not present
separate analyses for each gene; thus, it is not possible at
TABLE 10. Results of tests of multiple phylogenetic hypotheses us-
ing the most partitioned analysis. The presence of any trees in the 95%
credible interval of trees (sampled at stationarity) congruent with the




Total trees in 95% CI 18642
Basal split between Acontinae and all other skinks1 498
“Eumeces” + Neoseps + Scincopus + Scincus 0
1Whiting et al. (2003).
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this time to determine which gene(s) suggest lygosomine
paraphyly. Determining the exact nature of the incongru-
encies between these two studies (as well as between the
independent genes) deserves further inquiry.
Other African and Malagasy scincines.—A major
clade containing the genera from sub-Saharan Africa,
Madagascar, and offshore islands of these two land-
masses, as well as Sphenops and Chalcides of north-
ern Africa and the Middle East (Chalcides also extends
into Europe) is strongly supported by the mtDNA data
(Pp = 1.0; clade A of Fig. 4). The sub-Saharan African
“scincines” are placed in two strongly supported clades,
but are not each other’s closest relatives, while the Mala-
gasy “scincines” (plus Gongylomorphus and Hakaria) are
restricted to a single, marginally well-supported clade
(clade E). In clade D, a strongly supported Sphenops +
Chalcides clade is not surprising given their distribu-
tion and the presence of a shared derived karyotype
(2N = 28; references in Greer and Shea, 2000). However,
Chalcides is strongly supported as paraphyletic with re-
spect to Sphenops. The previous hypothesis that Scelotes
is closely related to Melanoseps and Typhlacontias (Greer,
1970b) is clearly refuted by our data. Instead, the sub-
Saharan Scelotes + Proscelotes clade is more closely re-
lated to the Chalcides + Sphenops clade of northern Africa
and the Middle East. The restriction of all the Malagasy
“scincines” to a single clade (clade E) suggests a single
“scincine” origin for the island (assuming Hakaria and
Gongylomorphus dispersed to Socotra and Mauritius, re-
spectively). The inclusion of Indian and Sri Lankan gen-
era in future phylogenetic analyses may help determine
whether the origin of the Malagasy “scincines” resulted
from an over-water invasion from Africa or vicariance
due to the break-up of Gondwanaland in the Late Creta-
ceous (i.e., a close relationship between Malagasy, Sey-
chellois, and south Asian taxa). The interrelationships
among the Malagasy “scincines” are currently weakly
supported. However, a generally well-supported con-
clusion is that the species-rich genus Amphiglossus is
not monophyletic with respect to other Malagasy lin-
eages with limb-reduced taxa. A more detailed phy-
logenetic study of the group, including many more
sampled species, further explores the phylogenetic re-
lationships within this diverse “scincine” clade (Schmitz
et al., 2005).
Janetaescincus and Pamelaescincus (from the Seychelles)
and Gongylomorphus (from Mauritius) were all pre-
viously thought to be closely related based on the
shared derived condition of a complete secondary palate
formed by the medial apposition of both the palatines
and palatal rami of the pterygoids, which is unique
among “scincines” (Greer, 1970b). Greer (1970b) ac-
knowledged that the hypothesized close relationship
of these genera poses a biogeographical problem as
these taxa inhabit two different remote island banks,
but dismissed the notion that the complete secondary
palate evolved twice. Our phylogenetic analysis indi-
cates that while Janetaescincus and Pamelaescincus are
sister taxa (Pp = 1.0), they are not closely related to
Gongylomorphus. Thus, our analyses provide evidence
that the complete secondary palate indeed evolved twice
among the “scincines.” The convergent nature of the
complete secondary palate should not be too surpris-
ing given this condition has evolved repeatedly in lygo-
somine skinks (Reeder, unpublished data). The closest
relatives of Gongylomorphus inhabit Madagascar, so dis-
persal from this island to nearby Mauritius seems likely.
The source of the Seychellois taxa is unclear, as its sister
taxon includes all the remaining African and Malagasy
“scincines.” The inclusion of the Indian and Sri Lankan
“scincines” may help unravel the mystery behind the
origin of these Seychellois taxa.
Feylinia.—Although never widely accepted, Rieppel
(1981) suggested that feylinines are not scincid lizards
and deserve taxonomic rank at par with Scincidae.
The limbless feylinines possess a highly derived mor-
phology including numerous morphological autapo-
morphies. Our study provides strong support for the
phylogenetic placement of Feylinia as the sister taxon of
the sub-Saharan Melanoseps + Typhlacontias clade, which
also exhibit extreme limb reduction. Additional evidence
of the close relationship between these three genera is
that they share a three base pair insertion between the
tRNAGLU and tRNAMET genes absent in all other sampled
skinks. Within this clade, our data strongly support the
sister relationship between Melanoseps and Typhlacontias
(Pp = 0.98). However, Whiting et al. (2003) hypothesized
a sister relationship between Feylinia and Melanoseps.
Both of these relationships are incongruent with mor-
phology in that both Feylinia and Typhlacontias lack ju-
gal bones (a presumably derived condition). However,
because the reduction or loss of the jugal is a common
phenomenon among strongly fossorial squamates (lost
in some amphisbaenians, some anguids, dibamids, py-
gopodids, and snakes), convergent loss of this bone is
not unlikely.
The Phylogeny and Taxonomy of “Eumeces”
Not surprisingly, our study does not support the
monophyly of Eumeces (sensu lato). Our sampled
“Eumeces” fall within three different, well-supported
clades: (1) east Asian and North American species +
Neoseps, (2) E. schneideri + Scincus + Scincopus, and (3)
“E .” managuae + “E .” schwartzei (= “E .” schwartzei
species group). In our preferred phylogeny (Fig. 4), the
east Asian/North American clade is the sister taxon of all
remaining skinks and the other two “Eumeces” clades are
nested within this more exclusive skink clade. Although
each of these three clades is strongly supported, their
specific placement among scincids is only weakly sup-
ported by the mtDNA data. However, in no phylogenies
of the 95% credible set do these three clades form a clade
to the exclusion of all the remaining skinks (Table 10).
Thus, we are confident in our assessment of “Eumeces”
paraphyly.
Although Griffith et al. (2000) based their conclu-
sions on relatively few morphological characters, their
recognition of these three “Eumeces” clades is in gen-
eral agreement with our study. Both studies support
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the placement of the E. schneideri group with the other
north African and southwest Asian genera Scincus and
Scincopus, but the specific relationships between these
three taxa differ. Whereas Griffith et al. (2000) hypoth-
esized a sister-group relationship between Scincus and
Scincopus, our results suggest a closer relationship be-
tween Scincus and the E. schneideri group. Although
weakly supported, this hypothesis is congruent with
that of Arnold and Leviton (1977). The basal position
of the east Asian/North American “Eumeces” clade is
also congruent with the findings of Griffith et al. (2000).
However, our data also strongly support the placement
of the monotypic, limb-reduced Neoseps within the east
Asian/North American clade as the sister species of the
geographically proximate “E .” egregius, which is con-
sistent with Richmond and Reeder (2002) and Schmitz
et al. (2004) and inconsistent with Griffith et al. (2000),
who implied that Neoseps was nested within the large
clade containing all the skinks to the exclusion of the
east Asian/North American “Eumeces” clade.
In order to correct for obvious polyphyly of “Eumeces,”
taxonomic changes are clearly needed. However, for rea-
sons outlined by Schmitz et al. (2004), we do not support
all of Griffith et al.’s (2000) taxonomic recommendations.
Designating the “E .” taeniolatus group as Eurylepis, and
the “E .” schwartzei group as Mesoscincus (Griffith et al.,
2000) is warranted, but redesignating the type species
to preserve the name Eumeces for the east Asian/North
American “Eumeces” and the creation of Novoeumeces (for
the E. schneideri group) is not justifiable. Instead, we re-
tain Eumeces (sensu stricto) for the E . schneideri group
that contains the type species, E . pavimentatus. Eume-
ces pavimentatus, although not included in this study,
is frequently treated as a subspecies of E. schneideri. A
recent study by Schmitz et al. (2004) included a speci-
men of E. schneideri collected from a locality proximate
to the type locality of E. s. pavimentatus and found strong
support for its inclusion in a clade of other recognized
subspecies of E. schneideri. We also designate Plestiodon
(Dume´ril and Bibron, 1839) as the generic name for the
all species of the east Asian/North American + Neoseps
clade.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Until very recently, practitioners of model-based phy-
logenetic methods have generally been limited to the
use of a single model for combined analyses of multi-
ple genes and gene regions. If subsets of the data (such
as different genes, codon positions, stems and loops,
etc.) evolve under very different models of evolution,
the use of a single, compromise model may result in
a large amount of systematic error. By comparing 95%
credible intervals of parameters estimated for each par-
tition, we demonstrate numerous instances of incongru-
ence among character partitions and thus the partitions
are not adequately represented by a single model. We
further show that allowing subsets of the data to evolve
under different models and parameters (i.e., partitioned
analyses) greatly improves our ability to explain the evo-
lution of the data (as measured by mean −lnL) and pro-
vides presumably more accurate posterior probability
estimates. Because how data are partitioned is far more
important than the overall number of partitions, we pro-
pose an objective method of partition selection based on
the Bayes factor.
The use of partition-specific modeling represents an
enormous advance in phylogenetic methodology. Given
the heterogeneous nature of DNA evolution even within
genes (e.g., codon positions), we urge researchers to
make full use of partitioned analyses. We additionally
advocate the use of an objective criterion to evaluate and
test alternative partitioning strategies using the Bayes
factor. This methodology is easily implemented by cal-
culating the difference in the harmonic means of the like-
lihoods sampled from the posterior either directly (as in
this study) or by using the sump command of MrBayes
3.0.
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